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Fiber to the Home: The New EmpowermentJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A compelling treatment of FTTH
Written by telecommunications pioneer Paul Green Jr., Fiber to the Home is a comprehensive examination of the technical and social implications of fiber to the home (FTTH), the technology that extends the current fiber optic backbone to optically connect it directly to homes and offices.     

Fiber to the...
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The Hype About Hydrogen: Fact and Fiction in the Race to Save the ClimateIsland Press, 2005
In his 2003 State of the Union address, President Bush seized the nation's attention with his advocacy of a "hydrogen economy," with fuel cells that produce energy and water taking the place of fossil fuels in cars that produce greenhouse gases. As Romm (Cool Companies), a former Department of Energy official in the Clinton...
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Getting Started in Finding a Financial AdvisorJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	An accessible guide that contains the tools needed to find trustworthy financial assistance


	Given the events of the past two years-from bankruptcies to financial scams-it is more important than ever that investors understand who they are hiring to handle their finances.


	Getting Started in Finding a Financial...
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Essentials of Technical Analysis for Financial MarketsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Comprehensive, accessible guide to technical analysis and market trading strategies


	Essentials of Technical Analysis for Financial Markets is an all-encompassing handbook on navigating the financial markets successfully using technical analysis. Clearly written, easy-to-understand, and straightforward, this guide...
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Make Yourself a Millionaire : How to Sleep Well and Stay Sane on the Road to WealthMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Praise for Make Yourself a Millionaire:
"Charles Zhang is a true American success story. His hard work and dedication to providing highquality financial advice is legendary within American Express. This book is a great roadmap for those who want to reach their dreams. It is a must read."--Ken Chenault,...
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The Handbook of Professionally Managed Assets: A Definitive Guide to Profiting from Alternative InvestmentsApress, 2013

	This practical guide provides a comprehensive overview of professionally managed assets, or investments in which all portfolio decisions and rebalancing are delegated to a fund manager or third-party advice service. Savvy investors looking to achieve a better understanding of the nuances, benefits, and drawbacks of using these...
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The Golden Rule: Safe Strategies of Sage InvestorsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Everything the independent investor needs to know to effectively invest in gold


	With today's increasing economic uncertainties, a strong investment strategy is to put a portion of your net worth in gold. However, given investors' overall lack of knowledge about gold as an investment, as wealth insurance, or as a store of...
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CFO Techniques: A Hands-on Guide to Keeping Your Business Solvent and SuccessfulApress, 2011

	CFO Techniques: A Hands-on Guide to Keeping Your Business Solvent and Successful is a comprehensive and instructive working manual for multitasking chief financial officers and controllers working in the fast-paced commercial environment. Every senior financial professional with an ever-broadening span of control...
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ebXML: The New Global Standard for Doing Business on the InternetSams Publishing, 2001
Any businessperson can tell you that doing business is more than just selling  consumer goods. It covers the entire panoply of interactions with suppliers,  distributors, investors,staff,as well as customers-all of the entities that have  a stake in the performance of the company. This book is about doing electronic  business (or e-business),and a...
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The Great Telecom MeltdownArtech House Publishers, 2005
The economic boom of the late 1990s included huge investments in the telecommunications
industry and related sectors. It was followed by a downturn of
unusual severity, which reduced total paper wealth by trillions of dollars, cost
many thousands of jobs, and saw some of the biggest bankruptcies in history.
While there certainly...
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Crash Proof: How to Profit From the Coming Economic CollapseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007

	The economic tipping point for the United States is no longer theoretical. It is a reality today. The country has gone from the world's largest creditor to its greatest debtor; the value of the dollar is sinking; domestic manufacturing is winding down - and these trends don't seem to be slowing. Peter Schiff casts a sharp,...
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Software Project Survival GuideMicrosoft Press, 1997
Targeted at managers (from the top of organizations down through technical leads), McConnell's book provides a blueprint for a successfully managed project; the postulated development effort involves "3 to 25 team members and schedules of 3 to 18 months." At 288 pages, the book could be thinner, but it's easy enough...
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